
SHOW INFO  

MADE IN DAGENHAM – The Essex Girls who changed the World! 

 

Accents:  

The show is set in Dagenham, Essex in 1968. Most characters speak with an East London accent. 

Exceptions are noted in the character descriptions e.g. Harold Wilson (Yorkshire), Barbara Castle 

(Yorkshire), Tooley (American), and Hopkins & Lisa, (Upper class English). Please be aware there is 

some strong language used throughout the show so if you are easily offended please be aware of 

this. 

Performance style:  

The show has both guts and a sense of humour. It is based on real events and benefits from 

performers who can realistically portray the characters and their passions. However, there is a comic 

heightening to some characters on the periphery of the story and at times some are drawn with 

tongue firmly in cheek. Comedy skills are noted where appropriate in the character outlines, but all 

performers should retain believability.  

Chorus & Dancing:  

The ensemble is an integral to the plot and are heavily featured in the story. Strong singing 

(including harmony) and gutsy, characterful performances are required. The show generally features 

‘musical staging’ rather than conventional dance. However, there are a couple of opportunities for 

dance routines in “Pay Day”, “This is America” and “Cortina!” 

 

Auditions and casting:  

Please note-  

 We have limited spaces available in the show for ensemble as there are so many named 

principal parts so we will be looking for every ensemble member to take part as a fully 

rounded character.                        

 The production team may decide to mix up some of the vocal parts once the show is cast.  

 There are a lot of smaller parts and all of these will be allocated dependent on what we see 

at auditions.  

 The parts of Sharon and Graham O’Grady will be double cast.  

 You will have the option to audition for 2 roles to allow for the contrast in characters, but 

you can ask to be considered for as many others as you wish.   

 Please also be aware that should there be tough competition for some roles we may recall 

people and even ask them to sing or read something different. With so many principal parts 

available it is vital we get the right mix of performers.  

 

 

 



 

 

Song List: 

 Busy Woman - Rita, Sharon, Graham, Eddie, Female ensemble  

 Made in Dagenham - Male & female factory workers (ensemble)  

 This Is What We Want - Sandra, Beryl, Rita, Cass, Clare and factory women  

 Union - Song Men  

 Wossname - Clare, factory women  

 Always a Problem - Harold Wilson, and his Aides  

 Busy Woman - Barbara Castle  

 Pay Day - Male and female factory workers  

 I’m Sorry I Love You - Eddie, Rita, and some of his mates  

 Same Old Story - Connie  

 Everybody Out - Rita and factory workers  

 This is America - Tooley and ensemble  

 Storm Clouds - Lisa, Tooley, Harold Wilson, Barbara Castle, Ensemble  

 Cortina! - Cortina Man, Cortina Dancers  

 The Letter - Eddie 

 Ideal World - Barbara Castle  

 Nearly Had It All - Rita, Eddie, ensemble women  

 Viva Eastbourne - Beryl, Cass, Sandra and Company  

 Stand Up - Rita, Eddie and Company 

 

SYNOPSIS  

Essex 1968. Like millions of other working-class women, each morning Rita O’Grady is just trying to 

get her husband (Eddie) out of bed, get the kids (Sharon & Graham) off to school and get to work at 

the factory on time (‘BUSY WOMAN)’. Graham has a scholarship to the local private school and has 

been getting caned. Eddie doesn’t see this as a problem, and it appears he has also forgotten it is 

their 10th wedding anniversary.  

It is another day at the factory in the sewing room and on the car assembly line (‘MADE IN 

DAGENHAM’). The girls banter and intimidate the apprentice, Barry, when he has to call by. He 

retaliates by insulting them about their ‘unskilled work’. Connie and Monty enter and confirm that at 

the Pay Review Committee the girls have been regarded to Unskilled B Grade, outvoted by the men. 

The girls are furious and sing about the improvements they need (‘THIS IS WHAT WE WANT’).  

In the Union Convenors’ office Bill and Sid ridicule Monty that ‘his women’ are delaying signing up to 

the deal. Hopkins enters and puts the pressure on to get a resolution, and they decide to offer 

arbitration through the ‘grievance procedure’ to pacify the women and fudge the issue till it goes 

away. Back in the machine room Monty reassures the women that he and Connie will represent 

them at a meeting at Head Office the following day. Needing another attendee, Clare tries to 

convince them she is up to the job (‘WOSSNAME’) but instead demonstrates how incompetent she 

would be in speaking up. The women suggest Rita, who somewhat reluctantly accepts, swayed by 

the promise of a day off and a meal at the Berni Inn.  



In London, Harold Wilson is in a flap about the trade deficit and the frequency of strike action in the 

country. His Aides offer advice (‘THERES ALWAYS A PROBLEM’). They decide they need a ‘Secretary 

of State for Taking on the Unions’ and that Barbara Castle is strong enough for the job. She is torn by 

her commitment to the Unions but accepts.  

At the Ford Social Club the workers let their hair down (“PAY DAY’) and the men and women 

continue their argument about skilled work. Beryl shouts down the sexist comedian and Rita leaves 

when Eddie makes it clear he has no idea it is their anniversary. Outside, Eddie gives his version of an 

apology (‘I’M SORRY I LOVE YOU’) backed up by some of the blokes, and he makes up with Rita. At 

Hopkin’s house it is clear his wife, Lisa, is unhappy with the boredom of her ‘housewife’ role and that 

their son has been caned at school. He is dismissive of her and goes off to work. At the school Rita is 

unsuccessful in standing up to the teacher who is caning Graham. She bumps into Lisa who 

convinces her to sign her petition against corporal punishment.  

Back at Parliament, Barbara bulldozes Harold into agreeing they need to ban striking. Rita chats with 

Connie at the Berni Inn, and discovers Connie had a fling with Monty years ago. Connie is deflated 

about her lack of power at the plant throughout her career (‘SAME OLD STORY’) and her passion 

about women’s rights convinces Rita that their fight is a bigger one, about equal pay.  

At the arbitration meeting Hopkins berates Hubble and Macer for ‘joking about’ in the face of a 

serious problem. Rita is initially intimidated and promises to keep quiet, but somehow finds herself 

arguing the women’s case and, against Monty’s wishes, rejects the grievance procedure and walks 

out with Connie.  

At the factory Rita rallies the women to vote for a strike (‘EVERYBODY OUT’). All the characters get 

drawn into the event in various ways: Ford Management get in a flap and call Tooley to come across 

from America; Barbara and Harold argue; Eddie is trying to pick up the domestic tasks; the local 

press interview the women (and Sandra gets interest for her good looks); the women travel to the 

Liverpool Plant and get their girl’s there to join their cause. The strike gets into full flow.  

ACT 2 

Tooley arrives with an entourage and demands action (‘THIS IS AMERICA’). He intimidates the 

management and calls for the factory men to be laid off, so the lack of income in the Grady 

household will force Rita back to work. Lisa visits Rita with her petition, confesses who her husband 

is, and offers to help the women’s’ cause. The women get their measly strike pay and Sandra is 

shocked by how little it is. The production line is halted, and the men blame the women’s strike.  

All start to feel the pressure of the situation and argue amongst themselves (‘STORM CLOUDS’). 

Tooley pressurizes Monty into identifying Sandra as a weak point and hatches a plan to entice her off 

strike with a modeling contract at the Cortina Launch. Rita & Eddie’s marriage comes under 

increasing financial and emotional pressure, and Lisa loses patience with her own husband. Connie is 

hospitalized with breast cancer and convinces Rita to present her speech at the forthcoming TUC 

conference.  

In agreeing to this, Rita has to renege on her promise to attend Graham’s concert, causing Eddie to 

lose all patience with her. At the Cortina launch (‘CORTINA”) attended by Barbara, arguments 

between Rita and Ford Management disrupt events and finally Sandra is convinced to pull out of the 

floor show and rejoin the strike. Barbara confesses to Rita she is torn between supporting equal pay, 

and the government, and suggests they meet the women at Westminster.  



On returning home Rita finds a note from Eddie explaining he has left with the children (‘THE 

LETTER’). She is heartbroken but Lisa calls in, rallies her round and offers her the Biba dress to wear 

at the TUC. Arriving at parliament the women reconcile themselves with Sandra. Harold exits after 

making a hash of it, and Barbara tries to convince them to go back to work (‘IDEAL WORLD’) but the 

women refuse.  

At the hospital Rita discovers Connie has died. Monty hands over Connie’s speech and confesses he 

loved her and feels he has let her and all the women down. Rita has to be the one to take the cause 

forward. In the park, Eddie’s colleagues rib him for no longer wearing the trousers in the house. Rita 

arrives to collect the children, but she and Eddie argue about where her commitment lies and he 

leaves with the children. Fearing her marriage might be over, she is torn between her family and the 

strike (‘WE NEARLY HAD IT ALL’).  

Everyone travels to the TUC Conference (‘VIVA EASTBOURNE’). First Monty, and then Lisa (who is 

now working for The Spectator) try to reassure Rita about the speech but Tooley intimidates her 

when they are alone together, and he tears it up. The women rally round and Rita has no choice but 

to speak from the heart. After a nervous start, wearing the Biba dress, she gives a passionate speech 

that results in the vote for equal pay being carried (‘STAND UP’). Eddie is awestruck by what she has 

achieved, and they reconcile their relationship. 


